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Hire diverse candidate,  gets a promotion, but then leaves
why?member identity and style 

You are too far away from me to have an impact...

Is this cool? Yes.
It’s just like teamwork

This is not the problem... hire on competence

African American Colleges

This is the problem!!

In some jurisdictions, sexual orientation

How closely your identity
characteristics match the
predominant member group

Diverse-led groups are much better at “intersections”
Opportunities for random combinations of ideas

Classic “wisdom of crowds” (anti-groupthink)

Not about customers, 
Not about economics, 
Not about multiculturalism
It’s about ideas (that’s it) 
Have to increase chances of random combinations

But requires a diverse leader!

Well documented as “similarity-attraction” theory

Truncated perspective at top
Narrow band of cognition

Homo-social reproduction can be analyzed

Analyze company HRIS/Payroll/Employee Directory for diverse names

This is more than an EEO-1 Report (ethnicity, race, gender) 

For example, married, single, divorced?

Why? Married with kids may not want to be out/work all night?
             Single person may not want to always be one to stay late?

And not to forget, algorithms
know you are sales professional

When you left our company, where did you (the diverse employee) go? From a boomerang perspective....

From a target company (sourcing) perspective

In other words, Microsoft values diversity
Microsoft teaches importance of diversity

Do a lot of our diverse employees go to Microsoft? Maybe we should target Microsoft?

How long have you been with your new employer? 5 years -- that’s tells us something.

What percentage of Marketing is African American?
What is our growth year-over-year?

Where are we having breakthrough success?

Are there areas where we are under-represented?
Should we tie compensation (recruiter 
+ mgmt) to improvements?

Excellent at the macro-level and highly supportive
Critique? Self-imposed segregation...

Biggest issue? Does not address dominant value 
systems in the workplace (privileged group)

Employer-endorsed resource groups created around shared
membership (ex. race, gender, sexual orientation)

Examples of “surface diversity”

Entry level not a diversity problem

How do companies like IBM address? Build in-house “diversity” networks

The IBM Hispanics Network
(gets together, brainstorms,
makes recommendation to mgmt)

Analyzed 568 (tech) female resumes
All are current employees at IBM

Females by location (current resumes)

We can take a different tact... 10,595 
female (tech) project manager resumes

Top Employers of female 
(tech) project managers 

IBM may be an excellent source
of enterprise-level project managers?

African Americans
at IBM (Top Skills)

Hispanics at IBM
(Top Skills)

Hispanics at IBM
(Top Locations)

African Americans
at IBM (Top Locations)

Perhaps even more telling?
IBM Atlanta Metro gets diversity!
Note: Marietta and Atlanta are also prevalent (IBM) Sandy Springs looking very rich in diversity!

But how is this group diverse?
And they still have to go back to work?

How well your style aligns
with cultural norms

Diversity suffers greatly right here...

Where “we” is everyone...

Those dissimilar are more likely to leave team (or company)

Where diversity is low, focus on conformity (safety in homogeneity)

You get promoted from here...

There is no genetic
predisposition to

bias - it is learned!

Less diverse the team:
faster through these steps

More diverse the team:
better solution (H2 measure?)

Do you fit in?

Less about job description
(if you have one at all)

Marital status
Ethnic heritage

Geographic origins
Age

Race
Religion

Sexual orientation
Socioeconomics

Gender

Work practices
Ways we interact
Manage conflict

Dress
Make presentations (how)

Socialize with others
Handle Org’s politics

Beliefs
Attitudes

Trustworthiness
Core Values

Nonverbal

Can even be policy to source diverse candidates

Even a bigger problem? Gen Y (colleges) is 
pumping out “infinite diversity” types

Education is not a protected class

Discrimination is the harming of others in workplace based
on membership in a protected class

Religion can also be basis for an EEOC complaint

Also specialized algorithms...
Women with gaps in employment (off-ramp)

Would run the entire
diversity system off

CareerBuilder

all variations

single tagged

How long in workforce
Number positions

Average time at each

can determine staff
level via parsing

Align pool of diverse candidates
with our needs - and recruit!

How to determine candidate is “client service & support?”
Same methods as determining whether candidate is diverse

Would source IBM for software development
but not necessarily finance or customer service

Recruit from strong diversity clusters

These are high value targets

This is the better question!
We’ve analyzed our own organization

Join a community setup 
for diverse candidates

“Office of Diversity” signature?

Maybe advantage to
send from diversity alias?

(but monitored by all)
If dedicated diversity

recruiting team,
then send daily!

Every click is tracked
Time on site is tracked
If there is interest, email again
If email not opened, stop sending

Affinity networks...

Notifies the recruiter
candidate has been
looking at positions....

...but does candidate only get the single email?

These can be links to a list of jobs
or specific jobs that match candidate’s resume

Candidate can say “no more” emails...

Why? Because the community
(web site) messages on diversity
and to generate referrals

)senilepip( deen eht erofeb setadidnac fo ”hcneb“ a gnidliuBnoitnevretni namuh on - metsys liame detamotua ylluF

We know where diversity is thriving
Technology, Services and Marketing

The tendency is to focus diversity hiring across the entire organization...

Important: No one knows how the math is done...
Just that if the algorithm identifies a candidate, take it very seriously

Diversity is not about the company, it’s about the individual
If you want the individual to succeed, he/she needs to be valued
Teams that are diverse value diversity
Those that do not will make the diverse candidate “conform” to their ways

Source where diversity is working!
Diverse and productive workforce
More accessible and equitable work environment
Inclusive, where all employees are valued
Environment free from discrimination

I can require you to be a good team member.

client support     
customer satisfaction     
customer service     
field support     
help desk     
problem resolution     
support engineer     
support technician     
tech support     
technical support     
activate     
configure     
correction     
cpr     
customer     
deliver     
engagements     
ensure     
escalation     
    

MRKTG

2nd tag
required

Also a good board,
but overlaps CareerBuilder

Far too limiting - each 
account has 20K views

(vs. 100K for CareerBuilder)

What stops anyone from
posting his/her resume

(I speak Spanish is enough?)

Tend to focus on diversity postings
(like a bilingual accountant)

Lucky to get 50 new 
resume uploads a day

No need to get this specialized
High tech firms need all skills

This mix affects 
upward mobility

TangibleIntangible

Identify the Diversity Clusters

What we are really doing is identifying
(successful) diverse member identity groups

This is not segregation!
Just the opposite - inclusion

Diversity as “profit maximization”

This is a critical step!

Voids the discrepancy that protected classes required to be “over” qualified...
Algorithmic Sourcing very important!

This is the wrong approach!

This is not a policy of segregation

Our goal as an organization?

ABC

Wait! Is this discriminatory recruiting? No.

You can find (and source from) multicultural teams/organizations:

Where is this analysis leading our recruiting efforts?

And this is just a very small sample of resumes. What if we include alumni?

Can also analyze company alumni

Affinity Groups

But this is “Affirmative Action”

“Homosocial Reproduction”

Competency

Member Identity

Job Boards
(raw candidates)

Parse
Resumes

What about diversity
job boards?

What about specialty
job boards?

Identify
Diverse

Candidates

Alabama A&M University
Alabama State University
Albany State University
Alcorn State University
Allen State University

Campus Organizations
Phi Beta Sigma
Alpha Gamma Phi Delta
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Omega Nu
Alpha Phi Alpha

Professional Organizations
NSBMBA
NSBE
The HBCU Network
National Society of Black Engineers
National Society of Black MBAs

First Name
Akeiyla     
Akil     
Akira     
Akiriya     
Aleale     

American Indian
SACNAS
Sheldon Jackson College
Sinte Gleska College
American Indian
Native American

Hispanic Last Name
Acosta     
Alvarez     
Avila     
Blanco     
Castillo     

Hispanic College
Nu Alpha Kappa
Omega Delta Phi
Sigma Delta Alpha
St Augustine College
Boricua College

Female Name
Kelli     
Kelsea     
Kelsey     
Keri     
Kerri     

Female College
Judson College
Mary Baldwin College
Mount Mary College
Regis College
Saint Joseph College

Female Organizations
Binarygirl
DigitalEve
Girl Scouts of America
GirlGeeks
HighTech Women
IGDA WIG

Born/Educated?
Russia, China, Japan, etc...

Build Candidate Clusters
(what do I need in my organization?)

Location
Minorities majority in 
6 of 8 top metro areas

IBM
Company competitor

Etc...
There may be 20+ areas

that are analyzed?

Style

Stages of Team Development:
   > Forming: nature of work; what are expectations; resources (more individualistic)
   > Storming: subgroups emerge; individual conflicts; challenge competence; control
   > Norming: conflict resolution; cooperation; better communication; support networks
   > Performing: focus on collective task; more flexibility; less hands on leadership

Protected Classes (U.S. Law):
         > Race
         > National origin
         > Gender
         > Age
         > Disability
 

Diversity: Maximum utilization of talent in the workforce

This is the Diversity Algorithm

confirmation?

ex. Sourcing Software
Development Engineers

Affirmative action is about increasing the pool of 
candidates to choose from to prevent discrepancies 
formed from decades of inequity (authentically diverse)

Why would I expend resources in Denver?

Technology and software algorithms analyze
and locate high quality diverse candidates

But this is more than high quality candidates, it’s high
quality candidates working in successful environments

No different than sourcing from a specific 
company, specific school, etc.

Does our organization
reflect the geography?

“Boots on the ground”
recruiting efforts

(recruit nationally)

OPS SDE FINAN HR TECH CSS

Map every company your
organization competes against 
(but map it around your needs)

SEA NYC ATL HOU DEN CHI BOS

TECH SERVICES CONSULT FINANCE SALES PRODUCT MRKTG

Senior management recruited regardless
of clustering affiliation (require diverse leaders)

I can require you to have good judgement.

I can require you to be creative.

I can absolutely require that you be able to work in a diverse environment.
IBM (all companies today) should add this as a basic job requirement.

This is critical requirement in any job description
Can be grounds for termination (risk management)

Would not be necessary if open and fair workplace existed at all points of US history

Is this a legitimate exercise? Yes. Is this discrimination? No.

We want the hiring pool in the organization to be authentically diverse.
We are targeting diverse candidates (Affirmative Action).

BUT... we also want candidates who work well (harmony) in diverse organizations.
If IBM and Hewlett Packard are excellent at diversity, we want to recruit from these organizations.

I can require you to be a good spokesperson.

Note: These are not “nice-to-haves.” These are basic job requirements.

Small problem: How do we know?
First interview question is “Do you work well in a diverse environment?” Of course, I do.
Best way to qualify this requirement is to look at previous employment
Does this candidate come from a diverse area of a diverse organization?

It is HIGHLY recommended diversity team
have it’s own recruiting resources

Avoid “diversity fatigue” by broadcasting too much
Make it the charge of a specialized team
Does not help to make diversity a constant advertising job

The key is the three “very strong” connections
and their reach beyond the three. In effect,
three make decisions on behalf the 24.

Diverse candidate not valued (Considers leaving the organization)

Understand & Empathize
(but does nothing for majority rule)

Uh... I don’t need diversity training? I am diverse

Man?
Tells you how to cope
Tells you to build alliances
Side benefit? 
        May help one man (sponsor)

Don’t think diversity of
mentor makes huge difference

I am also diverse...
and trying to get ahead

Woman?
Try to emulate the majority rule
Join at the cost of your diversity (ideas)
And not enough diverse executives for mentors

Only need to hire 12 diverse candidates for every 24 team members!

Trend: Scatter few diverse candidates across organization

It’s a revolving door. Have a success, drop
into majority rule, leaves, repeat process

(Majority) Men don’t get diversity
They say: Doesn’t everyone get a vote?
I am willing to listen to anyone with good ideas But end of day? Majority rule...

Diverse members do not stand a chance,
especially if no connection to the “3”

What if a diverse member does have a connection?
One (any strength) connection versus three white men (sameness)
Even with a strong connection, 1/4 and not in majority

Candidates more likely to bring something new to 
a company if not recruited for an established role

Almost like “executive search” firm
Diversity prescreens candidates first
Are first to communicate with candidate
May even handle the entire process?

At minimum, asks the general
recruiter why candidate transitioned out

Management monitors usage
Diversity team monitors usage

Alerts management
if unviewed too high

Also alerts if diverse
views are disproportionate
to overall recruiter usage

Are you reviewing enough
diversity candidates for
our company to reach
it’s hiring goals?

Very important to label diverse candidates in results list

Report diversity views at
bottom of each page 

Also a filter on
results page to

only show diverse
candidates

Very Important!
Cannot ignore these candidates
Recruiter has to view each resume to get credit
Any not viewed appear in subsequent emails

Info starts here

I thought we were
here to discuss ideas?

Info starts here

What if we had 12 of these?

Same problem as 12 (majority) men
majority rule/member identity issue
Does this happen? 

But really big problem...
Not enough diversity in the workplace

So, they key is to build inclusive environments

But cannot do it everywhere... focus on where success possible

Split diverse group
and make another

It seems counter-intuitive, but don’t have
resources to “go enterprise” and not fair
to diverse candidates trying to build careers

Mission Statement
Guiding Principles
CEO Updates
etc...

CEO sets the tone

Milkmaids don't get small pox
(Diversity drives innovation)

Best and brightest....

Better and by a substantial margin

Problem has to be significant
People have to be diverse
People have to be capable
Teams have to be reasonably sized

Choose team members out of a hat...

at something

Even with the three strong connections,
cannot rally a majority. Stops at seven...

Connection, but weaker

A Sourcing Algorithm
answers this questionWe know you are being recruited from a successful diverse cluster (organization)

Target outreach to underutilized groups
Helps prevent discrimination
Legally mandated

Algorithm auto-tags as protected group
Uses formulaic approach (consistent & 24/7)

And this is “Equal Opportunity Employment”
Eliminates discrimination in human resource practices
Provides equal access - no one is excluded
Legally mandated

All groups represented

We don’t have to ask,
We know the answer

If we identify a 5 star female project manager
in Sandy Springs, GA with IBM 
(she is coming in for an interview!)

MRKTG

Women

OPS SDE FINAN HR TECH CSS

African Americans

Hispanics

etc...

Career Highlights
Microsoft Corporation , Dallas, TX
Account Manager Microsoft - July 2005 to present
>  Managed 17 accounts in Central Region with $10M quota.
> Grew revenue by 17% year over year and repaired long term relationship.
> Worked closely with virtual team to improve customer experience.
> Established GROW model to maximize IT investment.
> Work closely with Large Account Reseller Partners and System Integrators to extend reach 

into the territory.

IBM Corporation , Dallas, TX
Sales Manager Financial Services Sector and Communication Sector, January 2000 - May 2005.
> Manage 7 client representatives with annual territory quota of over $100 million annually.
> Develop and coach client representatives in expanding their sales skills and strategies.
> Assist in closing complex deals and bundling smaller deals to maximize revenue & profit.
> Educate, assist and coach team on calling on C-level Executives.

Email Candidate Email Recruiter

Job Posting 1

Join A Talent Community

Forward to a Friend

Unsubscribe To This Service

Job Posting 2

Job Posting 3

Talent Watch

New Candidates This Week

You have 12 new candidates and 6 not reviewed yet

Candidates Not Reviewed Yet

Diversity Sourcing Email

Enterprise
Hiring? No!

Candidate Identified

Where will
diversity flourish?

...or focus in underutilized areas

Note: Marketing and products
are examples for illustration

This can be further analyzed...
What is the average tenure of a diverse candidate in products
It will be (much) lower than a candidate in marketing

...is better than...

This is integration

If I am a Hispanic candidate, where do I want to go?

More valued? Better retention? Better performing? Promoted? Yes!!

Member identity a
real detriment here

just the opposite...

But this is a “real” network, not a periodic get together of similar backgrounds

Diversity Clusters are like a “network,” which negates member identity and style obstacles

We have a Corporate Diversity Program

A “set” of what’s possible - different potential improvements

Diversity can trump ability when solving problems
Diversity matters as much as ability when making predictions

Collective Error = Average Individual Error - Prediction Diversity

0.0025 = -0.1317 0.1292

Step Three: Enterprise Diversity Training

Step Two: Assign a Mentor/Sponsor

Step One: “Enterprise” Diversity Hiring Initiatives

The Answer: No Majorities

...melborp llamS?ytilibapac ta kool ew fi tahW?maet retteb a si hcihW

Even if we celebrate diversity, 
we pound it out of employees

What if we changed the first team?

What if solving for problem “A?”

Group One?
5 Cs
4 As
4 Bs
4 Ds
1 E

Group Two?
2 Ds
2 Es
2 As
1 B
1 C
1 F

 
1 G
1 H
1 I
1 K
1 Z

Amazon is a retailer
Amazon is a high tech company
Amazon is a delivery company
Amazon is a logistics company

Expert? OK. Single vote on outcome? Yes.

Who is the most “valuable” player on either team?

Sourcing and hiring from a successful diversity cluster are critical keys to success

We should be targeting IBM for diverse candidates in project management
We should focus our diverse project management sourcing in Atlanta Metro
Hewlett Packard, as well as banks, are excellent sources of diverse project managers

Purpose is not to change management practices, it’s to change management itself

or leave the organization

INTEREST LINK

ATS or Sourcing Portal Interface

Would make recruiter click “Not interested” button on resume

Skill Area Count
Mainframe 345
Project Management 207
So ware 127
Database 97
Security 96
Engineering 74

IBM Global Services 47
Sandy Springs 43
New York 40
San Jose 40
New Jersey 35

Project Management
Support
Database
So ware Engineer
Java
General Engineering

Atlanta
Sandy Springs
Marie a

California 2963
New York 1593
Pennsylvania 1554
Georgia 1253
Maryland 1154
Texas 1147

Security 2035
Systems 1455
So ware 1421
Analyst 1242
Development 1204
Consultant 1081

IBM
Hewle  Packard
Verizon
Bank of America
Microso
Kaiser Permanente
Chase
Wells Fargo
Johnson & Johnson

Mainframe
Consultant
So ware
Java

Miami
New York
Fort Lauderdale
Pompano Beach

16 white men + 8 from diverse groups

Starting with a single
person, influenced 15 others 

(and can happen 
before meeting starts!)

24 Member Team

Normal connection

Strong connection
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161 128 131

144 153 135

115 105 130

99 122 85

100.00%

90.00%

80.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

55.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

-20.00%

-30.00%

-40.00%

0.25

0.16

0.09

0.04

0.09

0.16

0.1317

45.00%

35.00%

25.00%

-25.00%

-35.00%

-45.00%

0.2025

0.1225

0.0625

0.0625

0.1225

0.2025

0.1292

Individual
Guesses

Differences 
from Correct

Answer

Individual
Errors

Squared

Distance
from Avg.

Guess

Distance
from Avg.
Squared

Correct Answer
Maximum Guess
Minimum Guess

Actual Answer
Average Guess

Average Individual Error
Prediction Diversity

Collective Error
Collective Error (sqrt)

< average accuracy of the individual guesses
< difference between individuals and the average guess (dispersion)
< difference between correct answer and the average guess - squared

50.00%
100.00%

10.00%
50.00%
55.00%
0.1317
0.1292
0.0025

5(%)

Why not all of these? And more?

Group Two? Simply more tools

Why do I need 5 Cs on my team?
Going to influence the others?

Huge problem with both teams - only 6 members, only 6 votes
Now, the “I” adds even more value to the second team

or the average of individual guesses (55%) minus the actual answer (50%)

Problem with “stacking” a team with experts
Whatever gains get in individual performance
offset by lack of diversity among team members

Not only an answer, the answer to team performance - capable individuals who bring uniqueness perspectives
And NEVER assume average individual error will go up with diverse team - after all, individual guesses (and anti-group-think)

Organizations spend most of their “resources”
on hiring the best and the brightest

Applies a “logic” to diversity that trumps affirmative action+

rarely does any member “beat” the collective (20% versus 5% “off”)  

poorer team performance, most likely ego conflicts

But... (Tools) Cannot be wrapped up in a single person

Thought “diversity” of little or no value
Even if hybrid vote possible, would be weak
Inclined to vote “letter” that most represents you

0.0025

= .05 or 5%

improves the collective error, but requires “sharpshooters”

More random team, less error overall

Sharpshooters great, but diversity goes down

Analyze Marketplace
(candidates working in successful diverse environments)

Why?

All recruiters source diverse candidates,
but Diversity Team sources into “inclusive”
parts of the current organization


